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• Welcome
• Culture of Reading & Education in the early 1990’s.
• Formation of the AOGPE & why? What need did it fill?
• Fast Forward to 2016 – “OG” is now a catch phrase & the text “Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills” gets ready to go into a 4th Edition (2018)
• Insights from two years of writing (2016 → 2018) the Book- Chapter on OG Lesson Planning.
• What do these Changes in Reading mean to the OG Tutor?
  * Lesson Plans and Tiered Instruction & MilkShakes
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Culture of Reading & Education in the 1990’s
Formation of AOGPE
4 Years of Change

- Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills 3rd Edition
- 4th Edition
Requesting Sample Lesson Plans of OG Programs
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Who is requesting Training?
What are YOU Experiencing as an OG Tutor
Suggestions for a New Lens & What does a Milk Shake have to do with it?

Templates and Handouts will be explained and provided.
This Session discusses the CHANGE in Reading, and how AOGPE remains a LEADER

• Additional Handout for Session will be provided in the Conference Session!

• See you there!